Don't Compromise on Fire Safety... 
Choose Certified Quality Products...
SFFECO - HISTORY

SINCE 2010
- Launch of our new range of UL/FM certified products
- Achieved a mark of export to about 100 countries around the world

2005 - 2010
- Expansion of product line to include products like fire truck
- Enrichment of manufacturing facility with state-of-the-art hi-tech equipments

2003 - 2005
- Achieved the mark of exporting to 50 countries in the world
- Established export wing SFFECO International

1993 - 2003
- Attained International approvals like LPCB, Kitemark and EN3 Certifications
- Started Exporting to other parts of the world outside Middle East

1983 - 1993
- Expanded Product line to cover almost all products in fire fighting business.
- Started exports to all over middle east especially GCC including UAE

Striving for EXCELLENCE is an Important Part of PROFESSIONALISM
We Serves in Over 100 Countries
from the Diverse Backgrounds,
Cultures and Areas of Expertise.
SFFECO - OVERVIEW

SFFECO is an ISO9001 certified manufacturing company by BRE Global, is a market leader and specialize in manufacturing of fire-fighting equipment in the world. SFFECO has a long standing established reputation for pioneering innovation ever since its foundation in 1983.

SFFECO has its own state-of-the-art manufacturing plants in Riyadh and Dubai producing end-to-end range of products for the fire fighting industry matching international standards in quality.

SFFECO with its innovative approach provides the entire gamut of products that caters to the needs of the Fire Protection and Fire Fighting industry. This makes SFFECO a one-stop-shop for customers, fulfilling their end-to-end needs in products, solutions and services for the industry.

SFFECO continually expands upon its knowledge and services to keep its clients updated with the latest Fire Fighting Technology in the world. The product range manufactured by SFFECO confirms and holds approval to international standards.

SFFECO was the first firefighting equipment manufacturing company in the Middle East gained ISO9001 certification from LPCB

SFFECO continually works with certification bodies, government regulatory, partners and technology associations in efforts to provide innovative and quality products that assures accuracy in performance - from extensive product testing and evaluation and continued product quality compliance.
QUALITY SERVICES

With a large number of highly qualified staff, SFFECO is certified and licensed to supply equipment with its own comprehensive designs, installations, commissioning and maintenance services throughout the GCC, Asian, African and European countries. SFFECO provides excellent after sales service and earns utmost customer satisfaction by providing functional and technical training and support, and by resolving and troubleshooting issues arising at the client site.

POST-MODERN FACILITIES

As global leaders, SFFECO believes in manufacturing quality products and services and extended exceptional service standards in the global market thereby rewarding our customers by keeping their investments safe and secure. The manufacturing plant has grown steadily since 1983 to accommodate modern hi-tech equipment and highly skilled professionals and optimal ISO certified operations to enable roll out of products that match global standards to serve the growing market needs.

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT

With SFFECO’s Research and development team is an agile and efficient group that has access to diverse scientific skills and expertise globally. Our research resources allow us to quickly investigate and integrate new technical areas of expertise. Our team of product experts and quality control associates, collaborate closely with certifying bodies, government regulatory, technology associations, suppliers and other partners from across the globe, to build innovative and beneficial products and technologies for all our areas of operation.
Our Aim at SFFECO is to SAVE our Client’s Life & Property from FIRE using Our in-depth Knowledge and Vast Technical Experience.

PHILOSOPHY OF EXCELLENCE

✓ Translate Experience to Achieve Excellence
✓ Continual Product Development
✓ Ensure Accuracy in performance and give confidence to consumers with extensive product testing and certification
✓ Be a Supplier / Manufacturer Compatible and Responsive to Market Needs Streamline Deliveries
✓ Bring Products with Competitive Prices
✓ Enrich Market and End Users with Different Product Choices in Fire Protection Business

FOCUSED VISION

To save life and property by supplying the best products in Fire Fighting Technology and to expand our operations to serve the global market utilizing the well established infrastructures in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates.

MISSION TO SUCCEED

To protect and conserve lives and properties from the danger of fire, to be known for reliability, flexibility, responsiveness, innovative products and services, and to crave a clear path towards customer satisfaction; then growth and financial success will naturally follow.
SCOPE OF WORK

SFFECO, with its 35 years of experience has always been a progressive organization that has remained in the forefront of the Fire Fighting Industry with innovative, unconventional, environmental friendly, reengineered and unique products. SFFECO in its state-of-the-art manufacturing plants in Riyadh & Dubai works in close connections with renowned governmental and certification bodies to provide key answers to the challenges faced by the society. SFFECO brings together over 3-Decades of expertise and experience in form of design, consultancy, installation, testing, commissioning, maintenance and refurbishment of fire protecting and fire fighting system.

DESIGN AND CONSULTING

SFFECO unites highly skilled engineers, design specialists and consultants for producing drawings, technical reports, BOM and calculations. The team is capable to design and consult for buildings to power plants and hazardous refineries across the globe.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

SFFECO’s Research and Development team is an agile and efficient group that has access to diverse scientific skills and expertise globally. Our research resources allow us to quickly investigate and integrate new technical areas of expertise. Our team of products experts and quality control associates collaborate closely with certifying bodies, government regulatory, technology associations, suppliers and other partners from across the globe, to build innovative and beneficial products and technologies for all our areas of operation.

MANUFACTURING

SFFECO, has its state-of-the-art manufacturing plants as ISO 9001 certified in Riyadh and Dubai.

SUPPLY

SFFECO is a one-stop-shop for all Fire Protection and Fighting products and supplies its entire gamut of products globally in over 65 countries.

INSTALLATION

SFFECO installs the required fire safety equipments in the client premises as per the approved drawings and specifications.

TESTING AND COMMISSIONING

SFFECO pre-tests and post-tests the product working and specification before and after installation. Test runs are run for commissioning of the product. Demo/Training of how these Fire Safety Equipments works is as well arranged.

MAINTENANCE

SFFECO provides AMC for all the Fire Safety Equipments, which will include regular visit to client premises to check the working condition of the Fire Equipments/Devices Installed.

REFURBISHMENT

SFFECO is specialized to do projects that require design, supply, installation, testing and commissioning of products without disrupting the business operations at client premises. This implies perfect project management and installation without failures and flaws like false alarms or false discharges.
VARIOUS PROJECTS DONE BY SFFECO
MAJOR PROJECTS

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

Kingdom Tower - Riyadh, KSA
(Clean Agent Fire Suppression System)
Safeer Mall - Teejan, Oman
(Fire Fighting Equipments)
Al Etisalat Towers - Dubai, UAE
(Clean Agent Fire Suppression System)

INDUSTRIAL

Al Marai Farm Industries - Riyadh, KSA
(Clean Agent & Fire Alarm Systems)
Kraft Foods - Bahrain & Coca Cola Plant - Yemen
(Fire Fighting Equipments)

POWER PLANTS

Al Ezzel Power Plant - Bahrain
(Fire Fighting Equipments)
Tabarjel Power Plant - KSA
(Foam, Water Spray & Hydrants)
Power Plant - Yemen
(Fire Fighting Equipments)

PETROCHEMICAL, OIL & GAS

Sabic - Jubail, KSA (Hydrants & Clean Agent Systems)
Al Mawared Petrol Station - Thoughout KSA
(Alarm Systems, Fire Hose Cabinets & Pumps)
Barka II - Teejan, Oman (Fire Fighting Equipments)
Saudi Aramco - KSA (Multiple Projects)
Abudhabi National Oil Company - UAE
(Fire Fighting Equipments)
Oil Treatment Plant - Afrina Quibs, Qatar
(Fire Fighting Equipments)

EDUCATIONAL

Princess Noura University - Riyadh, KSA
(Deluge Systems)
King Faizal University - Al Assa, KSA
(Clean Agent, Sprinkler Systems & Fire Hose)
King Saud University, Riyadh, KSA
(Water Spray System)

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Mobily Shelter - KSA
(Clean Agent Fire Suppression Systems)
Taiba Radio Station & Sajr TV Station - KSA
(Clean Agent Fire Suppression Systems)

AIRPORT/PORT CIVIL & MILITARY

New Doha Intl. Airport - Qatar
(Clean Agent Systems & Fire Fighting Equip.)
Queen Alia Intl. Airport - Jordan
(Sprinkler Systems & Hydrants)
Dahran Airbase - KSA
(Clean Agent Fire Suppression Systems)

GOVERNMENT

King Fahad Library & Saudi Monetary Agency - KSA
(Clean Agent Fire Suppression Systems)
Ain Adhari Park - Bahrain (Fire Fighting Equipments)

SPECIAL PROJECTS

Pilgrim Camps - Arafat & Mina, KSA
(Fire Sprinkler Systems)
Zamzan Well Water Treatment Plant - KSA
(Clean Agent & Fire Fighting Systems)
PRODUCTS RANGE

FIRE PUMPS
FLAMMABLE LIQUID TANKS
BLADDER TANKS
MOBILE & AUTOMATIC EXTINGUISHERS
SFFECO 227
FIRE CABINETS
PORTABLE EXTINGUISHERS
FIRE HOSE REEL
FIRE HOSE
FIRE HYDRANTS
FOAM CONCENTRATES
FIRE DOORS & FRAMES
KITCHEN HOOD SYSTEM
THERMO-ACT SYSTEM
CO2 SYSTEM
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We are Very Proud to be a Vital Part of the Development of Saudi Arabia and Middle East since 1983 in Fire Protection Industry

Factory - Riyadh
2nd Industrial Area, Al-Kharj Road, Riyadh, KSA
P.O. Box: 58469, Riyadh 11515
Tel : +966 11 2650070, Fax: +966 11 2652190
E-mail: riyadh@sffeco.com.sa

SFFECO Global - Dubai
P.O. Box: 261318, JAFZA South, Dubai U.A.E.
Tel: +971 4 880 9890, Fax: +971 4 880 9822
E-mail: sales@sffecoglobal.com

Jeddah Branch
P.O. Box: 16769, Jeddah - 21474, KSA
Tel : +966 12 670 6009, Fax: +966 12 676 0307
E-mail: jeddah@sffeco.com.sa

Dammam Branch
P.O. Box: 7162, Dammam - 31462, KSA
Tel : +966 13 8351961, Fax: +966 13 8351968
E-mail: dammam@sffeco.com.sa

Madinah Branch
Tel : 0148660959, 0148283256, Fax: 0148660969
E-mail: madinah@sffeco.com.sa